
Homework Year 3&4 

In Year 3 & 4, it’s important that children practise and consolidate skills taught in school, at home. 

This was mentioned in our Transition Information but here is a reminder of homework expectations 

and how to access the brilliant platforms we use. 

Reading 

Please read with your child at least three times a week. This can include sharing a book, reading texts 

on MyOn or reading independently in your presence.  

We would like children to access MyOn and Accelerated Reader at home and complete a quiz after 

each text they have read. To do this, your child needs to log into MyOn (myon.co.uk) and read one of 

the books that is suited to their reading ability. The children have completed a ‘Star Reading’ quiz 

which creates a ‘ZPD score’. This score translates as a book level bespoke to your child. To complete 

the quiz, please select ‘Take Quiz’ on MyOn (we have shown the children how to do this) and this will 

take your to Accelerated Reader. Children need to use their AR log in to complete the quiz.  

Please record any reading your child does in their Reading Diary (Home School Links Book) so that 

they can achieve reading credits and the fabulous rewards that come with achieving these. 

MyMaths 

Once a week, your child’s Maths Teacher will set a task that builds on what we have been learning in 

class. Your child needs to complete this task and then if they wish, there are some super maths 

games they can play afterwards. Your child needs to log in using ‘burton6’ and the password 

‘cosine248’ and then enter their portal log in.  

TT Rockstars 

We do dedicate some time to TT Rockstar in Maths lessons but tables are so important. By the end 

of Year 4, your child should know all times tables up to 12 x 12 so this is a great way to master those 

skills! Your child has a log in for this and we would like you to support them in practising this at least 

once a week. Don’t forget, they can challenge friends and teachers too! 

Spelling Frame 

Every Friday, your child will complete a Spelling Test in school using Spelling Frame. Spellings will be 

set on a Friday and we expect your child to have accessed Spelling Frame to practise those spellings 

using the games before Friday. Children have used Spelling Frame and talk about how much fun it is 

to learn their spellings this way. Please DO NOT complete the test at home – we will do this in school.  

Don’t forget the Topic project we have asked you to complete – the letter has been sent home and 

can be found on the school website too. 

A final reminder that we expect homework to be completed each week. Children who find it 

challenging to complete it at home will be offered the opportunity to attend a lunchtime homework 

club or can complete MyMaths and Spelling Frame during their Golden Time. As a school, we have 

invested in these platforms to ensure that homework is engaging, fun and beneficial to the children.  

Thank you so very much for your continued support with this. 

Year3/4 Team  


